
At the beginning of this year,

OSSCO had plans to celebrate

Senior's month in typical style. We

would of host our annual general

meeting. We had speakers to

share their wisdom and

experiences to the 100+ people.

No one envisioned our new reality

and that we would have to

celebrate seniors differently this

June. Without technology some

people were excluded from

Skyping, learning another

language, climbing Manchu

Picchu or riding a roller coaster at

Disney World.  OSSCO's staff did

an amazing job in responding

by re-working our OSSCO

Learning Hub concept into a 3-

prong learning approach -

online, telephone and classroom

learning.  Job Search Strategies

and Employment Networking

Group programs immediately

shifted into the online format. A

new a 10-week online Photoshop

program as well as an 8-week

online Story Telling in Writing

workshop was created from a

previous classroom model.

By Elizabeth Nykorowytsch Macnab, CHRL
 

Some people only have a phone to

stay connected. Every Wednesday

afternoon until June 23rd, OSSCO's

trainer (who is also a "senior") hosts

an informative learning and

discussion program. While this

program is scheduled for 35 minutes,

the discussions often go on much

longer. Tuesdays with OSSCO is

available every other Tuesday with

the same content delivered in a

teleconference and online platform.

 All of these programs are free of

charge to people 55+. While OSSCO

and other organizations are adapting,

we need to shift our thinking on

aging.  Over the years, OSSCO has

demonstrated its leadership by

working with a myriad of non-profits

to bring about changes in legislation

and policy. McMaster's Optimal

Aging Portal states this "month

(June) also serves as an opportunity

to generate increased awareness of

the health and social issues that

impact older adults."  We must

address the issues affecting our Long

Term Care facilities through partners

such as Concerned Friends of

Ontario Citizens in Care Facilities or

Ontario Health Coalition.
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senior members of the community.

The seniors in our community who

continue to give are an example to

all of us that the spirit of caring and

the desire to help others isn't

defined by age. The nomination

process is now closed for more
information contact The Senior
Expo committee Chairperson,
Councillor Clare Latimer at 519-
436-3207 or the Mayor's Office
 at 519-360-1998 Ext. 3001 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every great idea needs a sounding

board. Innovative aging and brain

health solutions are no different. As

the number of Canadians with

dementia-related diseases

continues to rise, it’s important that

we create opportunities for

solutions in the longevity sector to

be tested and validated so they

can become available to those in

need. Feedback from the potential

beneficiaries of a product or

service can help innovators

successfully market their ideas. To

help innovators gain access to this

valuable resource, the Centre for

Aging + Brain Health Innovation

(CABHI) continues on next page..

It is a time to celebrate our

seniors who built this province -

and to recognize the

contributions they have made in

communities across Ontario, and

the lives they have impacted –

across generations. Our

government’s theme this year

is Aging Strong: Respect and

Protect Seniors. Aging is about

living, and everyone should be

able to age strong, in an Ontario

that is open to all. Our theme

represents the importance of

seniors’ valued experience

and independence as they age,

while celebrating their many

contributions in building this

province, and protecting what

matters most to them.

Throughout June, municipalities

and community organizations

are encouraged to hold Seniors'

Month events including award

ceremonies and recognition

events. For more information

about programs and services

that are available to help seniors

lead healthy, active, and

engaged lives over 65.

Visit ontario.ca/Seniors

Innovating for Seniors,
with Seniors

The municipality of Chatham-Kent

still plans to honour recipients of

the Senior Achievement Awards.

"We have been recognizing older

adults and seniors for more than 30

years in our community," said

Chatham-Kent Mayor Darrin

Canniff. "If anything, it's even more

important this year to honour those

who give so much." The awards

began in Blenheim 33 years ago

and well over 1,000 citizens have

been honoured, traditionally

during the Senior Expo held at the

Blenheim Arena in June. Mayor

Canniff endorses an impartial

selection committee that selects

the Chatham-Kent Senior of the

Year. The awards are open to older

 

 

 

 

adults age 55+ that have achieved

significant goals and made

outstanding contributions as

volunteers within Chatham-Kent.

"We have so many seniors who

volunteer their time and effort to

make Chatham-Kent an amazing

community," said Mayor Canniff.

Chatham-Kent Councillor Clare

Latimer, Senior Expo committee

chairperson, said she is grateful 

for the amount of work  done by
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to approach the subject of what

age a person is considered a

senior. It varies widely

depending on geographical

location and social context, but

the field of gerontology (the

scientific study of aging) gives us

a few commonly accepted

ways to define what “old age” is.

Chronological age - defining
age by chronology means

considering the number of years

that have elapsed since a

person’s birth. Of course, the

numbers themselves are

subjective. Senior citizen

discounts might be given at age

50, or at age 65. Retirement age

might be 50 in one country, but

above 70 in another. So defining

old age by years of age can be

tricky, as we’ve already seen.

Social role - When you define old

age by someone’s social role,

you’re considering factors like

when someone retires from the

workforce, when the person

starts receiving forms of social

assistance, or when the person’s

own children have children of

their own. Again, these factors

are not set in stone — retirement

age can vary widely, and people

can become grandparents at

younger and older ages.

Physical health or appearance -
defining someone’s age by their

physical health or appearance 

 continues on next page..

Ask ten different people at what

age someone is considered an

“old” person or a senior citizen,

and you’ll receive ten different

answers. Do a quick Google

search, and you’ll have hundreds

of thousands of differing

opinions. The fact is, what age is

considered elderly can be a very

subjective topic. Some people

consider a 60-year-old person to

be a senior, while some would

argue that that person is still very

young.  There are different ways

ACE serves people 60 years of age

and over in the Greater Toronto

Area, and may also provide services

to seniors outside of Toronto if the

case is of significance to the seniors'

community. ACE also works with

the local community clinics across

the province to provide legal

services to seniors living in these

other locations. Please note that

while ACE primarily provides legal

services to low-income seniors, we

do not have the resources to

provide legal services to all eligible

low-income seniors.  ACE will

consider several factors in deciding 

whether it will provide legal

services to you, including your

income level, the importance of

your case to legal issues affecting

the seniors' community, and the

availability of a community legal

clinic within your geographic area.

If ACE is unable to assist you

directly, we will make every effort

to refer you to someone who can.

Please note that you will not

become a client of ACE unless ACE

agrees to represent you. Contact
ACE at 416-598-2656,
advocacycentreelderly.org

Local legal advice for
 low income seniors

powered by Baycrest, has joined

together with a group of dedicated

seniors to form a Seniors Advisory

Panel (SAP) of individuals with

lived experience. As older adults

and caregivers, panel members

provide insight into the challenges

innovators should aim to address

when developing their product or

service. Learn more about
CABHI’s Senior Advisory Panel at
www.cabhi.com
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means that you might

consider them a senior when

they get grey hair and wrinkles,

or start to experience physical or

cognitive declines usually

related to older age, like

Alzheimer’s disease. This is, of

course, a slippery slope toward

ageism — you don’t want to

assume that someone is old just

because of their appearance, or

that their health status is a direct

result of advanced age. It’s also

important to consider that the

age someone is considered a

senior has changed drastically in

a historical context. People today

are living much longer than they

did hundreds of years ago, and

even only a few decades ago.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the Canadian

census, the number of people

aged 85 and older grew by

19.4% from 2011 to 2016, which

is nearly four times the rate for

the overall Canadian population.

As people live longer, the

threshold for what age is

considered elderly is shifting. If

you look back in time, someone

who was only 45 years old may

have been considered a senior,

but today that person is thought 

pursue dreams and passions that

you might have put on hold.

For instance, you can learn a new

language, take that road trip

you’ve always dreamed of and

write the novel in your head that’s

been waiting to get out. Growing

old provides a sense of broader

perspective, and it often makes

people inclined to focus much of

their efforts and energy towards

bettering society and creating a

better world for future

generations. In addition to

spending time with loved ones

and pursuing passions and

personal dreams, retired seniors

have more time to be civically and

politically involved, and they do

just that.  A Smithsonian

Magazine article described a

number of recent studies

demonstrating the emotional

and intellectual benefits of aging.

One study described in the article

showed that seniors have better

control over their emotions than

other age groups. Researchers

had participants of all ages play a

gambling game “designed to

induce regret” and found “unlike

20-somethings, those in their 60s

didn’t agonize over losing, and

they were less likely to try to

redeem their loss by later taking

big risks.” Older people often

have a healthy sense of pride that

comes from their struggles...wars,

depressions and pandemics. 

 Check out aplaceformom.com

It may surprise some, but studies

show that seniors are among the

happiest groups of people, and

that they are significantly more

happy than their middle-aged

counterparts. The author of a

study on the subject, Dr. Saverio

Stranges, says, “This could be due

to better coping abilities. Older

[experienced] people tend to

have internal mechanisms to deal

better with hardship or negative

circumstances than those who

are younger.” Another reason

seniors may also be happier is

because age means that they are

“more comfortable being

themselves.” Victorian novelist

George Elliot wrote, “It’s never too

late to be what you might have

become.” Anytime is an excellent

opportunity to 

  

Getting older is great
here's  a couple reasons
why

Jeff Anderson, a Place for
Mom, Author
 

of as middle-aged. The point is

this: Whether it’s in a historical

context, or judged by

chronological age, social role, or

physical health, age is subjective

and means different things

to different people.
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